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From the editor:
Well, here we are with the final issue of 2013. This year, my personal caving schedule was
significantly interrupted with my 30 day hospital stay. Even so, it is good to say that a lot of good
caving was accomplished, and we did get four issues of the Cumberland Valley Caver published. As a
grotto, we got in some digs, some surveying, mapping and a few difficult trips.
A lot of the year was focused on supporting the NSS Convention being held here at Shippensburg
University, which according to all the feedback I have heard, was very well received. Thanks to all
who supported any way. Right now there is a lot of discussion regarding attending Next years
convention in Huntsville, AL., at the new NSS Headquarters. Something to look forward to doing this
summer.
I'd like to thank, Gordy, John, Dave, Don, Istvan, Scott, Terry, Mike, Barry, Roman, Glen and Bob
Bennett (TSG), for articles, pictures, videos, quotes, printing, distribution assistance and web support
used in getting this issue out to our members and friends.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Speleo-Spotlight...
Dave Scamardella

NSS# 50958 FCG # 193

D

ave got
started
caving
in 1991 at PSU.
Some guys in the dorms assembled a
gang to go caving. Never having
caved before, he was clueless and set
out with baseball caps, flashlights
and no gloves. At the campus they
also went rappelling off the spiral
ramps on the exterior of Beaver
Stadium! (hope there’s a statute of
limitations on trespassing)
His first, and still most favorite cave
is J-4.
Dave got involved with Franklin
County Grotto after he met Pat
Minnick at the 2000 Fall MAR in
Potters Mills.
One of his most memorable caving
moments was barely escaping the
Tygart Valley River flood of May 10,
2003! Heavy rain fell while he was in
Sharp’s that day, but didn’t flood the
Dave in Persistance-Platter in Williamson, PA Photo by Gordy Ley
OTR site until 9pm that night. He
says, "My friend, Rich, and I escaped
Some Caves he's done include: Blue Mounds
the campground with everything but my
Cave(WI), Star Valley Cave(WI), Devils Hole
favorite beer cozy."
(largest cave in Allegany Co., MD), Cave
Mountain, Whitings Neck, Long Quarry
Dave graduated from PSU in 1993 with
Cave, Alexander Caverns, McAllisterville,
degree in Forest service and currently works
Cleversburg Sink, Peipers, P-Caves, Quarry
as forester with PA DCNR, Bureau of
Hill Cave, Frustration Pit, Corker Hill,
Forestry.
Rupert, Hesston, etc.
He likes to take his son caving, works with the
cub scouts, manages the family forest acreage
and plays the French Horn in the
Mercersburg Area Community Band.

Dave says, "My biggest regret is not keeping a
journal of caves I've been in. Now, I am
helping my son, Jason, 8, keep better track of
his caving history."
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Welsh Run
November 3, 2013 by Glen Sarvis

F

or several years my niece Eunice
Lehman, her husband Keith and I
have talked about visiting Welsh
Run Cave. The Lehman's met Kevin
Rice ( the cave owner) at a Welsh Run
Community picnic shortly after moving
into his neighborhood. Finally this Fall
we set a date of November 3, a Sunday
afternoon. I acquired the helmets and
lights from the FCG and a piece of
webbing from Joe Schock to fully equip
us. I brought along two granddaughters
Alyssa and Abbi Brown. Eunice and five
of her sons Glen, Galen, Grant, Greg,
and Gardel joined us at their house on
Welsh Run Road just north of the cave.
Upon entering the cave we met up
with a group from Shippensburg
University who were just about to exit.
The descent into the cave went well.
We stayed mostly in the main chamber
going from entrance to the far end
beyond the deep pit on the left.

Before....
We all managed to avoid
falling off the muddy edge
into the abyss. Going out
was of course easier since
we were already covered
with mud and kept our
bodies close to the floor. My
granddaughters and the
boys were fascinated by the
giant cave crickets near the
exit. The children were all as
agile as squirrels and were
out with little effort. Eunice
and I had to work a bit
harder to maneuver our way
out.
On our way home
Alyssa , Abbi, and I ran into
Don
Arrowood
at
the
Greencastle
McDonalds
before getting on I 81.

After....
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Cave Explorer Hunts Antibiotics 1,600 Feet Down
By Meg Tirrell - Feb 27, 2013 10:04 AM ET (edited for length)

In a remote cave 1,600 feet below New Mexico’s Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Hazel Barton, a microbiologist
working with Cubist Pharmaceuticals Inc. (CBST), has found a drug-resistant bacteria that may one day help
extend the life of Cubist’s best-selling antibiotic, Cubicin.
“We know what the resistance is going to look like,” said Barton, an associate professor at the University of Akron
in Ohio. "There’s no resistance now, but in something like 20 years when there is, we’re going to know how to
inhibit it."
Barton’s discovery in Lechuguilla Cave, where humans have rarely set foot since its opening in 1986, is part of a
global hunt for never-before-used antibiotics to combat the spread of drug-resistant superbugs. Last month, the
World Economic Forum declared drug-resistant bacteria one of the
greatest risks to human health in its 2013 Global Risks report. With the
pace of new antibiotic development slowing to a crawl, the report
warned that the world may face “a scenario in which all antibiotics are
rendered ineffective for treating even common infections.”
As bacteria develop resistance to available medicines, modern
methods of antibiotic development in labs have failed to keep pace
with an emerging crop of superbugs. Antibiotic-resistant infections are
estimated to add $21 billion to $34 billion in costs to the U.S. healthcare system each year, according to the World Economic Forum’s
report. Antibiotic-resistant Bacteria cause the majority of the 99,000
deaths annually in North America from infections acquired in
hospitals, the report said.
Barton's finds are part of a tradition of hunting for antibiotics in nature.
“Most antibiotics in use today are derived from natural products. The
drug, also known as daptomycin, was discovered on Mount Ararat, the
dormant volcano in eastern Turkey where, according to the Bible,
Noah’s ark came to rest. In 1928, Alexander Fleming accidentally
discovered penicillin when he found bacteria- killing mold growing in
an open petri dish that had been left unattended. Subsequent
discoveries in soil kicked off exploration efforts around the globe. The
antibiotic vancomycin was found in 1953 in the jungles of Borneo.
Microbiologist Hazel Barton emerges Cephalosporins, another class of bacteria-fighters, were first uncovered
from Lechuguilla, a cave that reaches in 1948 in a sewer in Sardinia.
1,600 feet below the Carlsbad Caverns
National Park in New Mexico.

In its collaboration with Barton, Cubist adds samples she pulls from
caves to its collection of strains that it then screens to find the best potential antibiotics. One type of bacteria Barton
found in Lechuguilla acts as a predator to other bugs, she said. Studying those bacteria to understand their hunting
methods may provide leads to developing new antibiotics. “We’ve got it in the lab right now hunting other
bacteria,” she said. “It grabs them and completely covers the prey bacteria.”
“These things are certain in life: bacteria will become resistant to anything we develop.”

Scientists are hopeful that Barton’s caving expeditions will lead them in the right direction. She’ll soon be back
exploring Lechuguilla’s more than 120 miles of tunnels, in one part rappelling down a 165-foot pit to gain access to
the site’s hidden caverns. The pit wall descends for 30 to 40 feet, then opens out “almost like an old milk bottle,”
she said. “You’re in the middle of nowhere, just going down a thread like a spider,”
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Atha Dig (With TSG)
October 26, 2013 by Ken Tayman

S

ince I have been a member of Tri-State
Grotto for several years, I receive all their
notes they send out on their email list. I
recently received a note describing a dig they are
doing near Whiting Neck Cave in Martinsburg, WV.
Bob Bennett was looking for some help to bust up
some large rocks near the dig, and to assist in
hauling buckets of rock and clay from inside the
cave.
Franklin County Grotto has several new cavers who
have not participated in a "project" dig and I
thought this would be a good opportunity to see
how a dig into potential new cave works. The
digging, hauling, and if lucky, exploring virgin cave,
surveying and producing a map. The things that
project caving is all about. So I forwarded the call
for help to FCG members on our email list.

Bob emerging from the portable walls of the dig

Photo by Ken T

I am sorry to admit that the only 3 members to
respond to the call where all experienced diggers,
surveyors and mappers. None of the newbie's took
advantage of the opportunity to get involved. FCG
members who did participate were Gordy Ley,
John Boswell, and Ken Tayman.
I baited Gordy in by mentioning the large boulder
Bob wanted broken up and removed away from the
dig entrance. He had been honing his microb1asting skills and jumped at the possibility of
using some chemical persuasion on the rock. John
had a last minute change in plans which allowed him
to participate. We thought we were arriving late,
but it seems everything was just getting kicked
off when we arrived.
Gordy drilling hole for soda straws in big boulder Photo by Ken T
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Just as I had anticipated, Gordy went straight for
the boulder, and was extremely happy when Bob
agreed that busting it up and moving it was one of
the priorities for the day. He grabbed his
"chemical" kit and decided he would start with
three soda straws. Two in the top and one into the
side. I was afraid he might give into his belief
"You can always use an extra straw". The drilling,
placing and packing of the straws went quite
rapidly and we were soon all standing on the ridge
of the sink, out of harm's way, counting down.
The results were impressive. The bolder was
shattered. I don't think anyone was more
impressed than Gordy was. It looked like he really
knew what he was doing. Everyone started hauling
away the rubble. One more straw took care of the
remaining large chunk of rock. This quickly
accomplished the mission of getting the boulder
away from the dig entrance.

Placing soda straws in boulder.

Photo by Ken T

Our attention then moved inside the dig.
Gordy improved a few tight spots and
made access to far end of the dig much
more accessible. While Gordy was having
his fun, inside, the other TSG and JMU
cavers continued to dig, haul and remove
rock and rubble. I would guess close to
100 buckets worth of fill, or more, was
moved. Work on a second potential
entrance continued.
TSG provided subs, chips and drinks for
lunch. I spent some time cutting some
steps down the side of the sink which
allowed you to walk into and out of the
sink without slipping or using your hands
to steady yourself.

Boulder shattered from 3 straws of chemical persuasion.

Photo by Ken T

All in all it was a great day digging. I
think we helped accomplish the major
goals Bob had for the day. It was nice
to get together with our TSG friends
and I look forward to helping out again
if this dig continues to move toward new
cave. Thanks Bob for inviting us to help.
Below is link to video of boulder crushing

http://youtu.be/ZZL1NzHzBlc
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Simmons-Mingo
November 2, 2013 by Scott Markley/Istvan Urcuyo
n November 2nd myself along with nine
other vertical cavers showed up at the Friars
Hole campground property with hopes to do
a 16 hour cave trip starting from Crookshank
entrance all the way to the Monster Dome. Terry
McClanathan was our trip leader who unfortunately
had to call the trip off due to his observation of the
amount of water flow into the Crookshank entrance
that morning. It would have been too risky with
such a large group waiting at the base of the cave
while others ascended the 85 feet climb at the end
of what was expect to be a long and “sporty” cave
trip. But since we drove all that way, we were not
going to leave WV without going underground, so
we went caving in another hole of the West
Virginian Swiss cheese. My group consisted of

O

Dave Morrow admiring precariously balanced multi-tonnage rock.

Waterfall at turn-around point. Don't let the look of it scare you, it is
only about four feet tall!
All photos by Istvan Urcuyo
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seven cavers (Jason Ross, Abe Fisher, David
Morrow, Michael Scafini, Istvan Urcuyo, Andrew
Rentzel, Scott Markley) led by Abe and Jason who
were fairly confident they would be able to get us
through the Simmons-Mingo cave system since they
have had much exploration in that long cave
system. They did not tell us they had not been there
since 2009, however that was not important at the
time “haha”. We entered the cave at 10:30am from
the south at the Zarathustra entrance. After being
amazed by the large waterfall into a pit just inside
the first room (Stan’s blowing hole vertical
entrance), we continued on into the darkness
knowing we had about an eight-hour “through” trip
ahead if all went smoothly. Going into the cave, we
knew no one had a map because we were not
expecting to conquer this cave system that day,
however we were confident with the seven of us
experienced cavers we would not get lost.

Since Abe and Jason had also placed small
markers at each critical turning point in the cave
back in 2009 we thought those would lead us
through.
Right we were, that we did not get lost, however
not much further past the City Blocks portion of
the cave, we did run into a dead end, or so we
concluded. Some sections of the cave at that point
were full of lots of loose breakdown that became a
hazard to anyone on the upper or lower passages
looking for a lead. After traveling with all seven of
us up and down multiple rope and webbing
ladders, back and forth exploring other
possibilities, we decided it was time to turn
around. Eight hours had already expired and we
were only predicted to be half way through this
cave that we had no map for. The only lead we did
not continue to explore was through a water
passage that our trip leaders did not recall at all
from their previous through trips (in retrospect, it
turns out that we were on the right path and that
the stream passage was the correct one to follow).
After nine hours we were still not sure which path
to follow, so the decision was made to turn around

Andrew "Stitch" Rentzel making a tricky traverse look easy.

and exit the cave via the same location we had
originally
entered.
Finding our way back
out was not a major
problem with only a
little of path finding
necessary. Our entire
group finally exited
the cave at 10:25pm.
Over all, spirits were
high and the group
meshed well together
as we helped each
other up and through
the tricky parts of the
cave. We plan to visit
Simmons-Mingo cave
again (after consulting
the map and this time
bringing some copies
along) with the hopes
of pushing a complete
“through” trip to the
historical
entrance
Members of the caving party taking a well-deserved break at the "city blocks" junction. From left to right in front: Andrew
sometime early in the
Rentzel, Scott Markley, Abe Fisher, Jason Ross. Back: David Morrow, Istvan Urcuyo and Michael Scafini.
spring.
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Memorial Day Cave Adventures
October 2013 by Terry McClanathan

A

dam Byrd, Mae Kyle, and I went on a nice trip into Memorial Day Cave(MDC) this past
weekend. Over the last ten years discoveries in Memorial Day have been rivaling those in her
more famous Germany Valley neighbor Hellhole. Total passages are in the 24 mile range. There
are long impressive boreholes, big rooms, lots of pretties, and at present 17 pits or domes exceeding 100'.
This last includes Flying Dutchman Dome, currently second biggest in the state at 303'. There are also
three other 200+ foot pits. So there are lots of rewards for the explorer in MDC.
Rick Royer, Pete Penczer, and Scott Walquist are the main stalwarts and general project leaders. Each
has probably logged nearly a hundred trips. Many other cavers are also actively involved and have
contributed significantly to the present status of the cave through surveying, digging, bolting, and
photography. This past weekend there was even a massive dive attempt with quite a few cavers serving as
support and sherpas. The cave is gated, access is controlled, with activity only during the
GVKS(Germany Valley Karst Survey) work weekend which is every second weekend of each month.
New blood is welcome with just a few political hoops to jump through. The cave is physically demanding
and access to many sections is technically challenging as well.
This would be my 27th trip in MDC. What can I say? I like the pits and it's a great cave. Neither Adam
or Mae had seen much of the FLAD section of the cave. This area has been expanded just within the past
two years and has become one of the major branches of MDC, as well as one of the most impressive. Also
Adam had a lead we could survey to add some measure of legitimacy to our otherwise mostly tourist trip.
The entrance area of MDC consists of a series of climbs, crawls, and canyon passage leading to the
first pit, a nice drop of 49'. This is followed by an awkward narrow canyon crawl dubbed "Puppet
Buster". The crawl has been modified to make it "friendlier", and now contains only two nasty spots
where it is necessary to wedge yourself in the top of the keyhole while being careful not to allow gear or
body to become wedged in the deepening crevice. At the end of the "Puppet Buster" you are perched at
the top of the main drop accessing the first MDC borehole. This drop is 117 feet deep with a hanging
rebelay about sixty feet down. Since MDC is a project cave and the many drops are permanently rigged,
rope wear is a problem. All drops are rigged European style with rebelays and traverse lines to minimize
the risk of rope fray.
The 117 drops you into Columbia Canyon. The main canyon goes for about 4000 feet to the original
camp. In the other direction the canyon soon leads to an up-rope climb of about 70 feet. In the last few
years Chris Coates and Nikki Fox have spearheaded efforts in exploration and survey in this area resulting
in a couple miles of new cave and an eventual connection to Ruddle Cave, which is so far the only other
entrance to MDC.
Access to FLAD is along Columbia Canyon enroute to the original camp but less than a thousand feet
from the base of the 117. A rope climb of about 20 feet leads to an upward trending passage which
appears to end in a collapse. Scott Walquist did a short aid climb here which eventually lead to the
discovery of the FLAD Borehole just a couple of years ago. This borehole is a nice mostly walking
passage for about a thousand feet which ends in a vertical wall of boulders.
Adams lead was near the beginning of the borehole in a small drippy dome. Some quick exploration
revealed that a short passage off the bottom of the dome lead up into known passage off the borehole. We
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mapped this in only five stations, getting a bit under one hundred feet of survey. Work done, we
proceeded with the tour.
Aaron Moses was the first to climb the boulder wall at the end of the borehole, and he has since
rigged it with rebelays to avoid most of the contact with the vertical "wall of death". Beyond is one of the
more airy parts of the cave. A massive breakdown bridge spans a huge void of darkness. A ten foot rope
climb puts you on top of this bridge. The voids on either side drop 139 feet to the bottom of a large
canyon dubbed "Flad the Inhaler", so named for the never ending air flow present.
The bottom of the canyon didn't do much, but Aaron initiated a series of bolting feats across the top
which lead to major finds. At present this area is accessed via a very airy J-rappel out over the 139 foot
deep canyon which puts you on a partition between the canyon and a high dome. Aaron climbed this 108
foot dome, now rigged and with one hanging rebelay about 70 feet up. At the top a steep flowstone climb
leads to another pit. Aaron put in a traverse line around this(it looks hairy but is not really too bad). The
traverse ends with a 25 foot rappel into a window leading down into an amazing formation gallery. This
gallery is one of the best decorated in all of Germany Valley(so far that is). It's full of massive , pristine
white columns, flowstones, draperies, stalagmites, rimstones, broomsticks and more, and is about a
hundred feet long.
At the end a rappel of about twenty feet drops into a drippy dome which serves as the water source for
a second camp in FLAD. A steep climb leads up to camp just a short distance away. Corey Hackley told
me about a nice lower level passage found about a year ago only a little ways beyond camp. We located
and toured this very fine mostly walking tunnel. It was profuse with various gypsum deposits and a
number of "christmas trees". The floor was nearly flat and it was a joy to traverse. It ended in a terminal
room with a very low crawlway going left off the top. I looked into this and saw a survey marker about
twenty feet down. Seemed like a typical Corey passage, low and tight. We didn't tour this.
Back in the main passage, we continued to a rigged drop of around sixty feet total down a mud wall to
a wet dome. Up the other side is a roped climb of about 25 feet. On a previous trip Corey was treated to a
surprise when the dynamic rope used to rig this drop suffered a sheath separation giving Corey a reverse
climb as he slid about ten feet back down to the floor. At that time we used an extra rope we had with us
for the final drop to re-rig this pit in a more conventional manner.
The final destination for our tour was a deep pit located about 2000 feet beyond the FLAD camp. This
pit is called Trapped Door Well , and when Corey and I mapped it on an earlier trip we got a taped depth
of 221 feet, making it the new deepest "from the top" drop in West Virginia. All the bigger drops are
dome climbs accessed from the bottom including Batman Dome(306') and Southwest Dome(247') in
Hellhole, and the previously mentioned Flying Dutchman in MDC. There is also another high dome
called Perseverance in Hellhole which will probably exceed 300', but it hasn't been completed yet.
Trap Door Well is rigged with three rebelays, the first one from the top is hanging. Originally the
bottom could not be reached with the length of rope available. A ninety foot section of a 400' rope I
donated to the project, and which Corey carried in from the entrance (he was in training for a deep
Mexico expedition) was used by John Harman on the initial descent to the bottom. This was subsequently
removed for use elsewhere, so on this trip we brought a rope from camp to re-install below the last
rebelay so we could get to the bottom of the pit. On this trip I went down to finish the rigging first. Then
Mae dropped the pit. Adam bounced the pit last and retrieved the bottom rope which we returned to camp.
We exited the cave without incident, although slowly. The trip duration was 18 hours.
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"Quotes" of the Quarter

CAVE BUCK$
As of December, 2013

"Follow the beer cans..."

Franklin County Grotto sponsors a "Cave Bucks"
program that solicits voluntary contributions from
its cavers of $1.00 per cave visited during the
month. The money collected is then forwarded to
a Cave conservancy or other organization for the
specific purpose of buying or leasing caves.

GL to KT re dig technique to find going cave at dig

"Where is Pussy Harbor Cave?"
GS re misnomer for Puss Hollow Cave

" I can always use an extra soda straw."
GL @ TSG dig re micro-b1ast of large boulder

On May 20, 2013, FCG approved a $50 cave
buck contribution to the Butler Cave
Conservation Society (BCCS)

"I have to find my glasses..."
"The lens has popped out of the frames"
"I think the frame is broken..."

On September 16, 2013, FCG approved a $75
cave buck contribution to the West Virginia Cave
Conservancy and MAKC. Since starting in
February 1998, FCG has collected and donated
$1482.00 Cave Bucks to the following
organizations:
Tytoona Cave Preserve
Southeastern Cave Conservancy
Pennsylvania Cave Conservancy
West Virginia Cave Conservancy
Mid-Atlantic Karst Conservancy
Appalachian Cave Conservancy
Butler Cave Conservancy Society
Total

BD to KT re losing, breaking & stepping on glasses at dig

$ 40
$ 54
$282
$443
$588
$ 25
$ 50
$ 1482

Cleversburg Sink
Current water level
As of January 1, 2014, the water level in
Cleversburg Sink was:
Up to the old gate
In the entrance room
>>>>>>>3' Above Top of ladder<<<<<<<
Mid-ladder
3rd rung of ladder
Base of ladder
Knee deep
Sand room sump
2nd crawl sump
Dry
Checked by Gordy, Jason, Stitch, Mike, Jeff & Steve
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2013 Fall MAR
September 27-29, 2013 By Gordy Ley

The Fall MAR was held at Lincoln
Caverns near Huntingdon. This just
happened to be the same weekend as
VAR (again). I had already committed
to a work project clearing trails at
Arch Spring for the landowner. Glen
Sarvis was interested in helping out,
as well. John Boswell and Ken Tayman
were already there when I arrived. In
fact, they pulled into Sheetz at the
same time as me to give me directions!
At the campground, Terrance Lovell
was working on setting up a zip-line.
He went up and down the anchor tree
a bunch of times working on the
tensioning system and its many pulleys.
I got a chance to ride it later.
Basically, I got on line at the bottom
with a Grigri, and was pulled to the top
by another line (with another Grigri).
At the top, I released the Grigri
(hopefully the right one!), and rode
down the line backwards, in the dark!
I should have oriented myself pointing
down-field before being pulled up (or
used a swivel).
Friday night continued to the wee
hours with a great campfire. With no
other cavers signing up to help, Glen
and I headed up to Arch Spring. We
Glen at Arch Springs clean-up.
Photo by Gordy Ley
met the landowner, Linda Morrow, and
her husband, George Pedlow. Almost
immediately Glen was uncovering common interests and connected lives! Imagine that! We were
shown some goes up. After talking awhile........we finally got to work! I chased Linda's preferred
trail with my chain saw, clearing some downed trees, logs, and multi-flora rose. Glen followed,
clearing my debris. We went down into the sinkhole above the Arch, and walked up to the
resurgence of Tytoona. I could not resist the opportunity to get inside and take a shot
downstream over the deep pool and through the Arch.
16

After playing, Glen and I piled up some brush
and limbs to discourage sight-seers from
climbing down into the sink. The preferred trail
starts at the far side of the road bridge over
the creek, and goes up and over the Arch, and
down the other side, and out a kind of tunnel
trail trough the multi-flora thicket, back to the
barn. We also walked downstream to see the
spot where Sinking Run actually sinks at the fall
line. Then we headed back for chow.
It so happened that Will White was giving the
same presentation that was given at the Spring
MAR! Saturday's bonfire was one of the best
that I can remember! Joe Schock was kept
busy feeding the blaze with 2 1/2 to 3
truckloads of wood!

Gordy trimming along trail to springs

Photo by Glen Sarvis

On Sunday, we checked out a dig at the far
end of the property. We were visited by
Barbara am Ende, with whom I had
communicated about some diving opportunities
in PA. She followed me home, so I could show
her Fleming's Trough. We did actually go into
Fleming's Water Cave, but I didn't feel like
gearing up for the Trough. Next, we popped
into Cleversburg Sink, and saw the water level
down to the 2nd step on the ladder, and
actually stood on the floor of the cave! The
water level did eventually reach the floor
briefly, before a record rain came and filled
up the cave again in early October!
I consider it a very productive weekend!
Arch Springs, resurgence from Tytoona Cave
Ley

Photo by Gordy
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Franklin County Grotto Conservation projects for 2013
by Ken Tayman
PA
Shippensburg, Cumberland County, monthly 2013, Cleversburg Sink, picked up trash, water sensor &
cave gate maintenance , 6 different cavers drove total of 699 miles and donated 55 hours of time.
PA
Shippensburg, Cumberland County, February, July, August, October, Carnegie Cave, Picked up trash
along parking lot and trail to cave, installed new plaque at entrance, trail & register maintenance. 6 cavers, drove
171 miles and donated 17 hours of time.
PA
Arch Springs, Blair County , September, maintain trail to springs, 2 cavers drove 30 miles and donated 6
hours of time.
PA
Shippensburg, Cumberland County, September, placed Cave Conservation signs in Walnut Ridge Cave
and Cleversburg Den #3 Cave, one caver drove 82 miles and donated 4.5 hours of time.
Note: FCG 2013 conservation stats reported to NSS

Pics from the Past

Glen Sarvis (tall, center) with family after trip into Peipers Cave in 1961
L to R: June Ramer, Jean Sarvis, Virginia Sarvis, Glen Sarvis, Wilma Ramer, David Ramer, and Marlin Ramer
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2013
Cleversburg Sink/Carnegie Activity Summary
prepared by Ken Tayman

walked back into the big room. Water was waist
deep. Download did not work. Tom will try to isolate
problem and return again later for another try.
Dropped off CVC at Township supervisors.
Carnegie-Ken T ,Gordy and Skye Fisher, replaced
cave register.

Feb 20
Cleversburg Sink-Ken and Gordy Ley checked
water level Picked up some trash on the way out.
Carnegie Cave- Spoke with Township supervisor
regarding the chained parking lot. They advised they
chain it every winter from late Nov until April.
During that period cavers can use the Township
"gravel" lot at intersection of Hershey Rd & Airport
RD. Howard checked the plaque at the entrance,
blacked out old parking & will replace plaque when
the temperature gets a little warmer.

Oct 13
Cleversburg Sink- Gordy, Ken T, Prof. Tom Feeney
and his son Hudson, all went in to change out the
sensor. New one has 63% battery reserve. Water was
up 10' in last nine days due to record rain fall. Burd
Run is going full bore! Expect cave water level to
continue to rise.

Apr 5
Cleversburg Sink- Ken T met with Prof Tom
Feeney and Stephanie to dump several months worth
of data. Did lock maintenance, picked up trash

Oct 24
Cleversburg Sink
Gordy and Ken T did some trail work at Den #3, cut
through big downed tree and smashed my finger.
Also cleared hanging, downed tree and cut through
log on trail to truck stop. Checked Cleversburg Sink
water level at 19 feet. Up another 10 feet in last
eleven days.

July
Carnegie Cave - Howard and Diane trimmed up path
back to the entrance for the convention users. Looks
really good. Still need to work on vines over culvert
August
Carnegie Cave - Howard placed new plaque at
entrance updating the parking guidance.

Oct 28-Nov 4
Reviewed & deciphered register. 151 cavers signed
in Apr-Sep- 1/3 already registered. Added over dozen
to Carnegie list. Sent 6 letters to nearby cavers.

Aug 30
Cleversburg Sink
Ken T and Gordy stopped in and checked water depth
at 7th rung on ladder. Also climbed down into Den
#3 to see water level in the back of the cave. It was
down 17 feet from measurement earlier in the year.

Nov 18
Cleversburg Sink
Gordy and Ken T check water level at 14 feet, 14th
rung on the ladder this is down about five feet since
the Oct 24 check (3 1/2 weeks) picked up trash.
Dropped off newsletter at Shippensburg Lib &
township supervisors.

Sep 16
Cleversburg Sink
John Boswell and Ken T checked water level at the
5th Rung. First time John saw any part of the ladder
or main passage into cave.

Dec 8
Carnegie:
Chris Edenbo FCG/York visited cave, picked up
trash. Noted new spray paint graffiti in the cave.

Oct 4
Cleversburg Sink
Gordy, Ken T meet with Prof Tom Feeney to dump
about 5 months worth of data. Water at base of
ladder. Repositioned the ladder onto solid base and
flipped so the correct side of ladder was facing the
wall. Gordy tested the depth of water in passage and

Jan 1, 2014
Cleversburg Sink
Gordy Ley w/Stitch, Jason, Mike, Steve, Jeff checked
water level at about 22 feet deep. (3' above ladder).
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Karst boulder near The Sinks of Gandy, WV

Photo by Mike Scafini

